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ABSTRACf 

The new ecmanic enviraunent resulting from 
divestiture has put aJltinued emphasis m the 
Operating Telephone Canpanies (arCs) to reduce 
capital cxpcoditure and dfkiently utilize existing 
equipment. Of particular importance is real time 
capacity. We examine the capacity c1 local exchanges 
which have inarpcnted the new OJJa'lmd strategy 
described by the autlxr at the 10th rre using an 
approximate analytic malel, simulatim and field data. 
Particular attentim is paid to the effects c1 
nmstationary traff".: inputs. An improvement c:I. abrut 
5% is reprted. Other issues examined by the paper 
deal with the impact that service problems experienced 
by me IntereEhange Carrier can affect other traft'k. 
An analytic malel is develq>c:d to quantify the impact 
in special cases and the need f<r sdective ClYCrlmd 
strategies is indicated. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The divestiture c:I. the "Bell System" m January 1, 1984 
has c1 cwrse had en<rmoUS cmsequences in a number 
c1 areas. The new ecmamc envirmment, f<r example, 
has resulted in increased stress m capital expenditure 
and effi:ient use c1 resrurces by the Operating 
Teltl'hme Canpanies (arCs) . This has encruraged 
aJltinued examinatim c1 the capacities c1 a number c1 
traffic sensitive ampments, in particular, the real time 
capacities c1 local exchanges. At the 10th rre wc 
presented results (see ref. [1]) f<r a newly implemented 
OYerlmd aJltm for local exchanges. At that time wc 
alluded to a JOSible increase in capacity for No. 1 
ES S T M local exchanges. In this paper wc will examine 
this issue m<re closely by presenting a malel which 
accwnts for nmstatimary trafl£ variations. This malel 
incoqxrates the thinking presented at the 9th rrc (see 
ref. [2]) and is applicable 00: mly to the analysis c1 
No. 1 ESSTM exchanges, but to a wide class c1local 
switching exchanges. Our analysis shows that a 
substantial capacity increase is JOSible by 
incorpcrating the new aveclmd strategy. It indicates 
that the new strategy is much m<re rOOust to tra1li: 
variatims than previoos strategies. 

The malel results are verified lrth by simulatim and 
recently analyzed field data. The agreement between 
theay and practice is shown to be excellent. Althoogh 
designed mginally f<r real time ClYCrlmd protection, 
the new strategy will also be invaluable f<r handling 
hardware OYerlmds such as digit receiwrs, where the 
same coosideratims prevail. 

Aoo:hcr imp<rtant impact c:I. divestiture m ClYCrlmd 
aJltms has been the intrOOuctim c:I. "equal access" into 
SPC exchanges. Because c:I. equal access, a number c1 
ampeting IntereEhange Carriers (ICs) will be using 
ammm resources at both local exchanges and acc:css 
tandems. Althoogh the recently intraJuced ClYCrlmd 
strategy handles excessive real time Imds (as well as 
recciwr overlmds) in an dfkient manner, it may 00: 
provide suffriently sdective respmse to causes. In this 
paper wc will discuss a number c1 OJJa'lmd scenariai 
caused by service dift'kulties experienced by a given le 
and demonstrate how these service dift'kulties can 
impact the service c1 other ICs. This motivates the 
need f<r m<re selective OJJa'lmd aJltms which identify 
the cause c1 the service impairments and takes 
apptq)riate actims to aJltm the cause without 
impacting other traft'i:. 

The paper is <rganized as fdl<M'S. In ~on 2 wc 
begin by reviewing the improved OYerlmd strategy and 
how it differs £ran previrus aJltms. In Sectim 3 the 
issue c1 nmstatimary traffk and its impact m real 
time capacity is cmmined, and previrus results 
summarized. An appromnate analytic malel is 
described in Sectim 4 which determines "worst case" 
traffic patterns f<r the improved strategy. The results 
c1 the malel are verififd and extended using 
simulatims. This is presented in Sectim S. Finally, in 
Sectim 6 recent field results are analyzed which 
cmfirm rur predictims and indicate substantial (abrut 
S%) real time capacity increases can be realized. 

The need f<r sdective ClYCrlmd contrds to mitigate the 
impact c1 le specific service prd>lems is discussed in 
Sectim 7 and the results c1 . JOSible scenariai 
quantified in 8. Finally, in section 9 we discuss how 
net\1wrk management type aJltms which are present in 
many equal access exchanges can be used to mitigate 
the problem. 
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2. REVIEW OF OVERLOAD STRATEGIES 

Until fairly recently, new mginatims f<r service were 
handled in a tirst-in-tirst-out (FIFO) manIlC'l' <r 
randan <nIer cl. service (sanetimes a combinatim cl. 
toll) by nearly all local exchanges. Unf<rtunatdy, 
these methais cl. servicing do not prqx7ly account f<r 
custcmer behavi<r patterns and can lead to significant 
rcductim in the system's ability to prqrrly canplete 
calls. At the 10th rrc, Burkard et al [3] presented the 
results cl. a field study which inwstigated the behavi<r 
cl. mginating custcmers when subjected to dial tme 
ddays. The results show that as many as 40% cl. the 
custcmers started dialing and an additiooal 45% 
abandoned <r flashed bd<re dial tme when dial tme 
was randanly ddayed by 3 seccmds. These would 
impact the switching system in adverse ways since the 
system would interpret the "early dialers" as partial 
dials and the flashes as false seizures. Sizable real time 
would be "wasted" processing these ineffective attempts 
who would then d.ten reattempt their bids, thus further 
inflating the lmd. 

The ovcrlmd strategy described by the auth<r in [1] 
cmsciously inc<rp<rates custaner behavior phenanena 
in its design. New mginatims are served in a last-in
tirst-out (UFO) manIlC'l' unless they are still in the c:tf 
h<dc state after a oerioo cl. 20 to 30 secmds. At this 
pci.nt, the "patient" custcmer is treated as a new 
attempt and IIXJYed to the start cl. the queue. Custanec 
activity such as flashing <r abandming is disregarded 
when in queue. This strategy has the effect that ma;t 
custcmers . experience no dial tme ddays under 
ovcrlmds and hence will ma;t likely be properly 
processed. The 20 to 30 secmd ''time out" is introouced 
to insure that the early dialers (<r 'Ilashers') have 
ccmpleted dialing and have abandoned their requests. 
The autcmatic reattempt after 20 to 30 secoods insures 
that patient custaners will be given pri<rity.. This 
strategy was shown to give vastly superior throughput 
perf<rmance under overlmds by toll analytic malels, 
simulatims and field studies. It was conjectured in [1] 
that the strategy would also give improved real time 
capacity. We examine this pci.nt in what follows. It is 
important to note that not only does the above UFO 
strategy give superi<r perf<rmance f<r real time 
ovcrlmd control, but that it has imp<rtant applicatim 
in c:xntrolling hardware overlmds as well. F<r example, 
a versim cl. UFO has been shown to give superi<r 
perf<rmance in cmtrolling digit receiver overlmds as 
well since the same custcmer behavior phen<menm are 
pertinent. Access to many switching netwtrks may 
also benefit fran these consideratims. 

3. EFFECI'S OF NON STATIONARY TRAFFIC 
PAITERNS 

At the 9th ITC, we discussed the results c1 the affects 
cl D<IlStationary traflk plttems ( see rd'erence [2]) . 
lIDs paper pintcd out the presence c1 significant 
nmstationary Pdsson tra1li: patterns present in many 

exchanges. It also addressed the question cl. how to 
simply characterize these traffic patterns. The 
characterization would have to be simple enough to 
allow measurement cl. mly a few parameters cl. the 
process m an mgoing basis. The characterizatim 
chateD was to use a mean and variance cl. call arrivals 
in small (10-30 secmd) time intervals f<r a fixed time 
interval, 15 minutes. The process is malelled as being 
piecewise sta tiooary Poisson process. Thus, if ~, 
i = 1, ... , PI is the mean intensity cl. a piecewise 
statiooary process with peakcdness factor z, then the 
expectatim cl. the measured sample variance ovcr an 
interval cl. length T is given by (see [5]): 

T2 n 
(2z -1)>J + -1 }"; (~ - ).)2 (1) 

PI - 1=1 

1 n 
).=-}";~ 

PI i =1 
(2) 

Unfmunatdy, the peakOOness and mean do not 
uniquely characterize a nmstatimary Poissm process. 
There are a multitude cl. such processes which praluce 
the same mean and peakedness. Each cl. these processes 
would presumably influence a traftk sensitive system in 
different ways. 

The method used to characterize the traffic was to 
select the process which would proouce the "worst case" 
results f<r the system cl. interest. In our case, the 
system investigated was a single server FIFO queueing 
system which sezved to malel many local exchanges 
with the ''pre-LIFO'' overlmd strategy. The traftk 
malel which resulted mm this analysis was simply 
approximated by a two level Poissm process where the 
values cl. the two levds and their duratim were 
determined by the peakedness and n;tean. It was noted 
that the "optimum" sdutim was rOOust in that small 
deviatims mm the optimal proouced similar results. It 
was hypothesized that it would take an unusual tra1lk 
pattern in <nIer that the effects cl. traffic variation be 
minimal for queueing systems. It was also stated that 
blocking systems would presumably be less sensitive. 
We will pursue this point in the next sectim. 

Based m our results, a trial measurement was 
introouced into versims cl. a No. 1 ES S T M • Instead cl. 
measuring a sample variance, a transf<rmatim was 
used termed the ''variability ratio" defined below: 

VR = V(M) +1 
2 

where V (M) is given by 

PI 
V(M) = PI -1 vIm + 1 

(3) 

(4) 
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Here, v is the measured biased sample w.riance (sec 
eq. (9» and m is the sample mean d. the trafIk 
process. Our experience with the trial measurement 
indicated that the variability ratio was alma;t always 
less than 2. 

4. DEfERMINATION OF 'WORST CASE 
TRAFFIC PATfERNS" 

As in [2] we will use an approximate analysis to guide 
us in determining a worst case traffic pattern with 
which to analyze the capacity c:I. systems with the 
UFOITune-Out strategy. The behavim- d. this overlmd 
strategy under heavy lauls ca uses a new mginatim 
request to either be sezved alma;t immediately, m- after 
a suffi:iently lmg delay so that the "early dialer" has 
abandmed. Thus the system appears quite similar to a 
'blocked calls cleared" system with JUSible reattempts. 

To simplify the analysis, we will consider a discrete 
• time approximatim to the system. We cmsider a finite 

time interval T which is subdivided into n equal 
subintcrva1s. The time yarying underlying call process 
is m<XIeled as a vectm- N ,wha;e kth canpment is Nk • 

The term N k represents the number d. calls arriving in 
the kth subinterval. We assume that the system can 
process at ma;t M calls in any subintcrva1. If m<re 
than M calls arrive in any subinterval, the excess will 
be 'blocked" and a fractim, p ,d. these will reattempt 
immediately in the next subintcrva1. In reality, calls 
which are 'blocked" will d. cwrse reattempt at sane 
randan time in the future. HCJVt'eVCl", by choosing the 
subintcrva1leogth equal to a mean abandmment time 
(say 30 sccoods ), we hope to capture the essentials d. 
the phcnanenm. 

,rith these assumptims, the total number c:I. calls , 
including reattempts, arriving in the subinterval k is 
given by Ck : 

(5) 

The real time capacity c:I. local exchanges is governed 
by a cmstraint m the percentage c:I. calls which have 
delays exceeding a certain threshcid, fm- example 3 
sccoods. In our m<XIel we will equate the number d. 
calls exceeding 3 sccmds by tha;e calls which are 
'blocked". NB(T) will denote the number c:I. calls 
blocked in [O,T] and Ns (T ) will dC'lltte those sezv~ > 

Then, the fraction cl calls blocked, PB(T) is given by 

Since PB(T) is a strictly m<n<Xmically increasing 
function d NB (T), to determine a "wm-st case" trafIk 
pattern it suffices to maximize the total number 
blockfd in [O,T]. In accordance with cm assumptioos, 
this is simply 
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NB(T) = ~(Cj - M)+ 
j=1 

(7) 

ut us dC'lltte by m and v the mean and variance d 
the underlying calls process (we use the 'biased" 
sample w.riance fer exmsistency with our wmk m the 
FIFO exmuu strategy). Thus, 

(8) 

--(9) 

We want to therefere - maximize the cxpressim in 
equation (7) subject to the cmstraints d cquatims (8) 

and (9). 

We save the problem in two st~. Fer a fixed integer 
r, 1 =1= r =1= n, we first find the underlying trafIk 
pattern which produces the ma;t total blocking in r 
subintcrva1s, and then maximize with respect to r. 
Without la;s d. generality, the blocking can be assumed 
to occur in a exmtiguous set c:I. subintcrva1s. Also, the 
first subintcrva1 in such a exmtiguous set can be 
assumed to be first subinterval d [O,T]. Thus, we seek 
to maximize NB defined by: 

T 

NB(T) = ~ (C j - M) (10) 
j=1 

Using .equatim (5) recursively, we can determine that: 

where, 

T T-l 

NB(T) = ~AjNj -M~(r -j)pj 
j=1 j=<J 

A . = 1 - pj+l 
} 1-p 

fer j =0,1, ... ,r-l and p =1= 1 

(11) 

(12) 

As a final step to setting up the apprq>ria te 
optimizatim problem, we will 'relax" the variance 
cmstraint in equation (9) by imposing an inequality. 
We will save this ''relaxed'' problem and show that the 
sautim obtained satisfies the equali ty exmditim as 
well. Thus our qrtimization problem is: 

maximize 

NB(T) (13) 

subjcct to 
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M(N It ..• , N,,) = m1I (14) 

V(N 1, •••• , N,,) s m (15) 

where, 

" M(N It .... , N,,) = I,Nj (16) 
j=1 

_ " 2 V(N 1, •••• ,N,,) - I,(Nj -m) (17) 
j=1 

We can save this problem by using classical Calculus 
eX Variatim methals. Thus, the 'Lagrangian" is given 
by: 

L = NB(T) + ~dM(N It ... , N,,) - m1l} 

+ ~{V(N 1, .•. , N,,) - m} (18) 

Equating the partial derivatives with respect to 
NI' ... , N" equal to zero me obtains: 

j = 1, ... , r (19) 

j = r+1, ... ,11 (20) 

Summing the above equations, and using equatim (8) 
we obtain: 

(21) 

Squaring both sides eX equations (19) and (20) , 
summing and using (21) yields: 

'Yith a little algebra me can show that f(X" P =1= 0, the 
nght hand side eX equatioo (22) is patitive, and so ~ 
C3nn<X be zero. Theref(X"e, the cmditioo defined by 
(21) is sufficient for the mean calStraint to be satisfied. 
M<reoYer, if, 

(23) 

then the variance inequality cmstraint is satisfied as 
well. Qearly, if equality bads in (23), then equality 
will bad f(X" the cmstraint. 

Let ~ deJOe the negative value eX ~ cxrrespmding to 
equality in (23), and let H (L) denote the Hessian 
matrix eX the Lagrangian. Perf<nning the appIq)riate 
differentiatioos results in : 

(24) 

Here, I is the identity matrix. Thus H (L) is patitive 
definite and the usual suffcency conditims (Kuhn
Tucker) fer a local maximum are fulfilled. Because eX 
the cmvexity eX NB(T) and the cmstraint set, the 
sautioo is also a global maximum. 1be maximum 
pant must also lie m the boondary eX the cmstraint 
set and so the sautim provides f(X" equality eX the 
variance constraint. 

By saving the respective equations we observe that: 

j =1, "',r (25) 

j = r+1, ... ,11 (26) 

Fran (25) we see that the '\v(X"St case" call stream is 
strictI y mmotmicall y decreasing ( ~ -2 sO) f(X" the 
first r intervals and remains cmstant fer the remainder 
eX the time interval [O,T]. Also, the rate eX decrease 
increases with r. 

1be sautim obtained has the following physical 
interpretatioo. Since we assume that blocked calls 
reattempt in the next interval, calls arriving earliest in 
the interval are provided with the largest number eX 
subintervals in which to reattempt. Thus fran the pant 
eX view eX maximizing the total number eX blocked 
calls, the largest patsible number shruld arrive in the 
first subinterval, the secmd largest in the secmd 
subinterval, etc .. 

The optimizatim problem is ampleted by amputing 
numerically the value eX the maximum blocking f(X" 
each r, and simply selecting the r which produces the 
~t blocking. 

Finally, we note that f(X" 'IIat" traffi:, i.e. v = 0, we 
obtain: 

PB(T) = Cm - C)+ {11 - p(1 - p") ,} (27) 
1-p 1-p 

for p =1= 1 

This value was used as a benchmark to detmnine the 
relative degradation eX capacity with increasing 
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variances. Note that, while the case p = 1 is 
unrealistic, a simple claled f<rID sdutim exists to rur 
problem in this event: 

5. SIMULATION RESULTS 

The "went case" deterministic traffk was used as the 
mean arrival rate fer a piecewise statimary Pdssm 
process. 1bis was then used as an input to a detailed 

simulatim cl. a No. 1 ESSTM and the results 
caDJmed to both rur analytic approximatim and to 
the results obtained by using the wtrSt case traffk 
malel in reference [2] fer the FIFO contrd strategy. 

The values cl. T, N and p were ch<Bed to be 900 
secmds 30 and .8 respectively. Thus the subinterval 
sizes were 30 secmds lmg. Using M = 27,500 calls 
pe~ quarter boor and a variability ratio cl. 2, the 
results cl. the analytic malel and simulatim were 
caDJmed. With m = 27,500, 26,750 and 26,250 calls 
per quarter boor, the analytic malel predicted 
blockings cl. 235o/~ 18% and 13% respectively. The 
simulatim values obtained were 265~ 15% and 75% 
The disparity between the results can be cmsidered 
mild in view cl. the simplicity cl. the analytic mald. 
Note also that there is clale agreement fer higher lmds 
since it is in this regim that the system m<re closely 
resembles a blocking system. 

We should emphasize that we are interested in 
canJming relative changes in performance, and that 
the analytic results are to be used as guides to selecting 
stochastic inputs to a simulatim. 

In figure 1 we plot the lald -service rdatimships 
obtained fran rur simulatim fer a range cl. variability 
ratia;. 

The high day criterim used to determine real time 
capacity in local SPC exchanges is 20% dial tme dday 
in excess cl. 3 secmds. With this criterim we see that 
fer a variability ratio cl. 2, the reductim cl. capacity is 
2% canpared with statimary Passm traffic. As we 
indicated earlier, variability ratia; in excess d 2 are 
UIlCanmal. 

These results are dramatic when the results cl. the 
FIFO strategy are compared. The results from [2] 
were used to determine a suitable '\vent case" traffi: 
model. It is a two levd time varying Pdssm process. 
1bis was used as input to the same simulatim, but with 
the FIFO strategy. In this case, a capacity reductim 
cl. 10% for the same parameters was determined. The 
differences in relative perf<rmance are n<X SO 
surprising. Blocking type systems generally are less 
sensitive to traffic mean changes than are queudng 
type systems. 

fI) 

Cl z BO y" •• 

8 y" ·2.5 

~ U . ~·~':~o, 
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~ i5 
Q 4. ~ 

~ .0 #' / ~ 
~ . 

14.5 U 25.5 16 16.5 11 IT.5 11 11.5 

CAllS x 1000 I 15 MlNUfES 

FIGURE 1: DIAL TONE DELAY VERSUS LOAD 
(SIMULATION) 

6. FIELD DATA 

Dial Tme Dclay data were gathered fer all No. 1 
ESSTM local Bd! Operating Canpany exchanges fer 
the pcrioo 1979 tbrrugh 1984 inclusive. The exchanges 
were divided into categmes acccrding to whether the 
systems had the UFO strategy er the pre-LIFO (er 
FIFO) strategy. Offr.es having hardware sbmages and 
not just real time shmages were diminated fran the 
study. The measured %cl. Dial Tme Delay was plotted 
versus the measured number cl. E-E cycles fer varioos 
types d exchanges. An E-E cycle is the number cl. 
times the central process<r cycles through its base level 
activities (see [6]). It was fwnd that insuffcent 
infcrmatim existed to analyze <fi:es not equipped with 
an auxiliary Signal Processa'. Fer Signal Processa' 
equipped exchanges however, the field study results 
caDpared favaably with the simulation results. Figure 
2 indicates the simulatim results with various 
variability ratia;. (Recall that a variability ratio cl. 
m<re than 2 is unusual.) 

Figure 3 depicts the results d. the field investigation. 
A statistical curve fit to the data is indicated, with the 
UFO (-1) indicating the curve fit when me data pant 
was ddeted. Note that the scales cl. figures 2 and 3 
differ by a facter d 4. The simulatim curves for a 
variability ratio cl. 2 are an excellent approxima tim ( a 
slight upper brund, as expected) to the field data! 
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FIGURE 2: DIAL lONE DELAY VS &E CYCLES 
(SIMULATION) 
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FIGURE 3: UFO AND FIFO FIELD DATA 

It was determined that a UFO switch must slow down 
at least an additimal 4600 E-E cycles pez hour bdoce 
it reaches 20% dial tme delay as canlBl'ed with a 
NOLIFO (a FIFO) switch. 

In figure 4 wc plot simulatim results indicating the 
relatiooship between E-E cycles and load f<r a range c1 
variability rati<B f(X' the UFO case. 

Note that there is nearly a linear relationship between 
E-E cycles and lmd except at the high values tt lmd. 
This is the regim where overlmd centra actims limit 
the rate at which mginaLims can be served by the 
system. Using the linear relatimship fa various values 

tt parameters, it was detcmlined that the LIFO 
strategy yields a 3-7% capacity imprOYmlcnt CM:'r the 
pre LIFO strategy. The precise imprawmcnt is 
dependent m the amoont cl OYerhead in the <Xfi:e • 

~ 
.500 

. '\_ .. ",,, 
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~ 1500 .-4 -

\ ~ 1000 

~ ~500 ~:;:~. 
~ 
14 

2- VII 

• 100 • 
1000 
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FIGURE 4: &E CYCLES VERSUS WAD 
(SIMULATION) 

7. SELECTIVE OVERLOAD CONTROL ISSUES 

In a divested envirmment me is faced with the 
situatim that several Interexchange Carriers (ICs) will 
be sharing canmm resources both in local exchanges 
as well as access tandems. Although the LIFO 
strategy does an excellent job tt protecting switch 
perfamance for general overlmds, it does so by 
cmtrolling all trafIi:. Fa cases where the overlCBds are 
caused by specific circumstances, it does not: take 
selective actim to mitigate the specific problem. 

There are many scenari<E whereby service diffi:ulties 
experienced by me IC can JOSibly affect the service cl 
other ICs unless specific corrective actims are taken. 
These scenari<E are praluced by examining the 
resources the ICs share in canmm and focusing m 
specific types eX service diffi;ulties. Among resources 
shared in· canmm are real time, digit receivers, 
switching netW<rk, transmitters (outpulsers), mem<ry 
and in sane cases even trunks. 

Amalg the paWble sezvice diffi:ulties that might 
implct the equal access switch are the failure et. the 
trunk group to the IC, the failure tt an IC switch a 
other problems internal to the IC's netW<rk . 

We will examine a subset tt the JOSibilities and 
quantify the magnitude tt the impact and the new 
overlmd contrd issues it presents. Specifically we will 
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focus m what happens when the IC switch which is 
accessed by a trunk grrup from the equal access switch 
experiences a tetal failure. We will assume that the 
equal access switch has no knowledge et the failure. 

As we indicated bef<re, me item which can be shared 
by many ICs ( as well as ether local interctfke calls) is 
the canmoo grrup et transmitters. H the transmitters 
are Multifrequency transmitters, their hdding time is 
typically 25 secoods. In the event et the IC switch 
failure, the equal access switch will seize a trunk to the 
IC, and wait fa a ''wink'' signal which is used to 
denote that rutpulsing et digits may begin. Since the 
IC switch has failed, no wink will be fathcaning and 
the transmitter will be held until a time-()ut threshold 
is exceeded. A typical time--rut mechanism is that if 
m<re than 4 to 8 secmds have ela~ bd<re detectim 
et wink, that transmitter may be preempted (reused) 
by another call requiring that type et transmitter. H no 
call arrives to preempt the transmitter, then the 
transmitter will time-out in 16 secmds and the timed
rut call will be sent to reader. TIle reasoo fa the 
range et 4 to 8 secmds is that the detenninatim et 
which transmitters are precmptable is dme ooly every 
4 secoods by switches such as a No. 1 ESSTM. Other 
time-()ut mechanisms will pnxluce similar results and 
so we will cmcentrate m this mechanism. There is 
nmnally no queueing fa transmi tten. Thus, calls 
destined to the failed IC will m average, bad the MP 
transmitters fa 6 secoods a mae. 

Net ooly is the hdding time thus increased fa these 
calls, but after precmptim a time--rut, the calls will 
citen reattempt. In additim, calls net destined fa the 
failed switch will find that there are no free a 
precmptable transmitters available and they will be 
sent to reader, and will citen reattempt. 

8. ANALYSIS OF TRANSMI1TER BLOCKING 

We will assume that the reattempt prroability fa all 
calls is a cmstant, p. Without lcu et generality we can 
assume that calls which are timed-out after 16 secoods 
in effect have the same hdding time as a precmpted 
call. This will net affect the number et calls blocked a 
precmpted since a transmitter can ooly timC-()ut if 
there are no calls arriving to precmpt it. Again, 
without lcu et generality, we assume that all calls to 
the failed IC will receive a unifam hdding time 
between 4 and 8 secODds (the minimum preemptioo 
interval) which d. courses yields a mean hdding time 
et 11 JlF = 6 secoods. All calls not destined to the 
failed IC will receive a nmnal hdding time with mean 
11 JIo = 25 secoods. 

We assume that reattempts occur suffi::iently far in the 
future so that they can be malelled as an ind~ent 
Passon process. Thus, the entire stream is passoo. In 
a blocked calls cleared system ctfered Passm traflk, 
the blocking is independent d hdding time distributial 
,depends mly m its mean, and is given by the classical 
Edang B f<rmula. Thus we can derive a n<mlincar 
cquatim to be saved which invdves <me unknown, the 

tetal ctfered l<lld. This can be saved numerically using 
the methal et successive apprmimatims. 

This analysis indicates that the impact can be 
dramatic. H the fractim et MP calls to a failed IC is 
ooly 10%, the overall blocking will be 20% (at ABSBH 
lalds) if the reattempt rate were .8. 

9. POSSIBLE CONTROL STRATEGIES 

Two general apprmches to mitigating these effects are 
to provide additimal equipment a to require that 
failed IC switches send a failure indicatim. A similar 
alternative is to mmita canpletim rati<B to each IC 
netwtrk. H the canpletim ratio wa-e zero, these calls 
could be blocked frml attempting to seize a 
transmitter. H the ratio were nmzero, cautim must be 
exercised. ''Call gapping" cmtrols could then be used to 
limit the rate at which calls would be sent to the IC in 
question. It is m<re ditfi:ult to quantify the effects et 
IC failures m queueing systems. Because cl the effects 
et abandcmnents, different techniques must be 
employed. An apprmch to this kind et problem has 
recaltly been propa;ed by Sze in [4]. In [4], the 
problem et nm expcmential bading times is also 
cmsidcred. 
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